CRANSWICK COUNTRY FOODS plc
Odour Management Plan for Cranswick Gourmet Bacon Co.
Seafox Court, Sherburn in Elmet, Leeds, LS25 6PL
Introduction
1. Cranswick Gourmet Bacon Co is a purpose-built meat processing and packing plant
situated approximately 0.9km east of the A162 and the town of Sherburn in Elmet in
North Yorkshire in the Sherburn Enterprise Area. Installation comprises two properties
and buildings either side of Seafox Court (total 2.033ha). West side Unit 1 is larger, for
treating and processing animal and vegetable raw materials into bacon products and
waste water treatment. East side Unit 4 is smaller - mostly ambient warehousing, for
storing dry goods, packaging, etc. It may be developed for treatment and processing
activities in the future. The installation is centred on National Grid Reference SE 51380
33091 and outlined in green on the Site Layout Plan in Figure 1.
2. Created a site-specific odour management plan (OMP) owing to food production will
involve heating for example with a meat grill, etc in accordance with the instructions on
the government website at https://www.gov.uk/guidance/control-and-monitor-emissionsfor-your-environmental-permit Created in accordance with the Environment Agency
(2011) Additional guidance for H4 Odour Management and submitted to the Agency for
approval with the permit application.
Assessing the level of odour pollution and appropriate measures
3. Identified potential odour sources (baseline) in Table 3.1 Control measures to prevent or
minimise odour emissions & monitoring at Cranswick Gourmet Bacon Co.
4. Used the five-step FIDOR approach described in the Additional guidance H4 to assess
the level and impact of odour pollution:
•
•
•
•
•

frequency of detection
intensity as perceived
duration of exposure
offensiveness
receptor sensitivity.

Frequency and duration of detection
5. There was generally little evidence for any serious odour pollution at the time of applying
for the permit and creating the OMP, so operators are not expected to breach a permit.
Operators reported odour is rarely detectable in the surrounding land and none was
detected in either Seafox Court or Hurricane Way at the time of two site visits in preparing
the permit application.
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6. The frequency and duration of odour being detectable from the most likely sources are
described in Table 3.1.
Exposure intensity
7. For new proposals, the expected odour exposure can be estimated through for example
modelling and evidence of other similar operations carried out in similar circumstances
according to the Additional guidance H4. The operators have described their
experiences of odour emissions from the site and the likely exposure intensity is reported
in Table 3.1. Computer modelling is not expected to be warranted to quantitatively
assess the magnitude of odour.
8. Searches using Google Street View, Royal Mail Postcode Finder and individual company
websites have not identified any other food processing activities involving heating in the
surrounding land where odour could be acting in-combination with odour from Cranswick
Gourmet Bacon Co.
Offensiveness
9. Odour emissions beyond the site boundary will be moderately offensive for example
smell of roasting meat from the meat grill and smoking wood and bacon from the smoke
chambers, treating and storing waste, etc. Only very occasionally might odours become
most offensive for example storing category 3 material outside, especially in warmer
weather and tankering sludge offsite. Compared the emissions with the descriptions of
offensiveness in the Additional guidance H4:
Most offensive:
• Processes involving decaying animal or fish remains
• Processes involving septic effluent or sludge
• Biological landfill odours
Moderately offensive:
• Intensive livestock rearing
• Fat frying (food processing)
• Sugar beet processing
• Well aerated green waste composting
Less offensive:
• Brewery
• Confectionary
• Coffee roasting
• Bakery
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Receptor sensitivity
10. In the surrounding land there is a mixture of industrial and commercial premises. Most
likely medium sensitivity receptors according to definitions in the Institute of Air Quality
Management (IAQM) (2018); Guidance on the assessment of odour for planning:
•
•

Users would expect to enjoy a reasonable level of amenity, but wouldn’t
reasonably expect to enjoy the same level of amenity as in their home; or
People wouldn’t reasonably be expected to be here continuously or regularly for
extended periods as part of their normal pattern of use of the land.

11. People in residential dwellings would be high sensitivity receptors according to the IAQM
guidance. Nearest dwellings are in Bishopdyke Road to the north, 555m from the site
boundary and considered to be too far away for any odour to detectable. Similarly, site
SHB/1 is the nearest local wildlife site (LWS) 900m east of the site boundary and also
considered to be too far away for any odour to be detectable.
12. Operators reported there have been no odour complaints or expressions of concern since
activities started in 2007. According to the IAQM Guidance, a lack of complaints does not
necessarily prove there is no annoyance or nuisance. On the other hand, there needs to
be an underlying level of annoyance before complaints are generated. Furthermore,
people’s annoyance and nuisance response can change over time.
13. In absence of any specific guidance on a screening distance for sensitive receptors used
400m - same as for rearing pigs and poultry intensively described in Environment
Agency; EPR 6.09 How to comply with your environmental permit for intensive farming.
Odours from intensive livestock rearing and Cranswick Gourmet Bacon Co are both
categorised as moderately offensive.
14. Identified approximately 43 industrial and commercial premises in the surrounding land
within 400m of the site boundary, using Ordnance Survey maps and Google Street View
website shown in Table 14.1 and Figure 2. A comprehensive list of the sensitive
receptors discovered has been provided in Annex I.
Table 14.1 Medium sensitivity receptors within 400m Cranswick Gourmet Bacon Co
Location

Receptors

Direction

Post code

Max distance
from boundary

Seafox Court
Hurricane Close
Lancaster Close
Hurricane Way
Aviation Road
Swordfish Way
Spitfire Way
Aviation Road
First Avenue
Enterprise Way

5No. Industrial & commercial
6No. Commercial
6No. Industrial & commercial
5No. Industrial & commercial
3No. Commercial
6No. Industrial & commercial
3No. Commercial
1No. Industrial
5No. Commercial
3No. Industrial & commercial

N
N
N
E&SW
SW&W
W
W
W
W
NW

LS25 6PL
LS25 6PB
LS25 6NS
LS25 6PT
LS25 6NB
LS25 6NG
LS25 6NW
LS25 6NB
LS25 6PD
LS25 6NA

25m
205m
380m
210m
200m
360m
315m
330m
400m
395m
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15. According to the North East England: climate report available from the Met Office website
- as Atlantic depressions pass by the UK the wind typically starts to blow from the south
or south-west, but later comes from the west or north-west as the depression moves
away. Directions between south and north-west account for the majority of occasions and
the strongest winds nearly always blow from this range of directions. A typical wind rose
for the UK is shown in Figure 3. Receptors in Seafox Court, Hurricane Close, Lancaster
Close and Hurricane Way are most likely to be affected by odour emissions.
Appropriate control measures
16. Operators will continue to provide appropriate measures to prevent and minimise odour
onsite and emissions beyond the site boundary, broadly in accordance with the control
measures described in the Additional guidance H4 and presented in Table 3.1.
17. Operators will continue monitoring for odour release and emissions beyond the boundary
to ensure the control measures remain appropriate and effective. Will be using steady
state monitoring by workers checking the measures and sniff testing daily and described
with the measures in Table 3.1.
18. Concluded odour pollution is to be expected owing to odour emissions beyond the
installation boundary but emissions are not expected to be at the unreasonable level for
medium sensitive receptors in the surrounding land. Effect of moderately offensive
odours on the receptors is considered to be negligible or only slightly adverse providing
the control and contingency measures and monitoring are maintained.
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Table 3.1 Control measures to prevent or minimise odour emissions & monitoring at Cranswick Gourmet Bacon Co

Source

Containment/
release point

Odour
description/
offensiveness

Frequency & duration/
pattern of release

Exposure intensity

Control measures to prevent or minimise odour & odour monitoring

Meat grill

Exhaust stack
above the factory
roof (point source
release)

Grilled
meat (pork) &
moderately
offensive

Grill in use 24 hours every
day (excluding during daily
cleaning and disinfecting.)
Odour emissions beyond
the boundary are to be
expected at all times
(worse-case scenario).

Occasionally distinct or
strong odour at street
level in the surrounding
land, for example wind
conditions and possibly
building effects might
cause odour to be
grounded more quickly
with less dispersion.
Effect on receptors will
be negligible or slightly
adverse.

•

Smoke chambers in use 24
hours every day (excluding
during daily cleaning and
disinfecting). Odour
emissions beyond the
boundary are to be
expected at all times
(worse-case scenario).

Occasionally distinct or
strong odour at street
level in the surrounding
land, for example wind
conditions and possibly
building effects might
cause odour to be
grounded more quickly
with less dispersion.
Effect on receptors will
be negligible or slightly
adverse.

•

Smoke
chambers

Exhaust stacks
above the factory
roof (point source
release)

Wood smoke,
smoked bacon
& moderately
offensive
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•
•

•
•

Package grill designed & installed by professional contractors to
ensure the plant is adequately sized & will be maintained in
accordance with manufacturers advice.
High-level uncapped exhaust stacks above the roof maximise
dispersion before odour can reach the ground.
A fan installed in the flue below the roof also increases efflux velocity
& odour dispersion.

Package smokers designed & installed by professional contractors to
ensure the plant is adequately sized & will be maintained in
accordance with manufacturers advice.
High-level uncapped exhaust stacks above the roof to maximise
dispersion before odour can reach the ground.
Operator will be using professional contractors for monitoring stacks
every year for TVOC release rate (g/hr) in accordance with the
permit. Measured first time in 2021 and less than BAT-associated
emission level (500g/hr) for air from a smoke chamber.

Table 3.1 Control measures to prevent or minimise odour emissions & monitoring at Cranswick Gourmet Bacon Co

Source

Containment/
release point

Odour
description/
offensiveness

Frequency & duration/
pattern of release

Exposure intensity

Control measures to prevent or minimise odour & odour monitoring

Treating,
storing
solid &
segregated
& residual
waste
outside

Package waste
compactor, baled
packaging, etc

Mix of raw
meat, offmeat, fruit,
sour fruit, etc
& moderately
offensive

Treating & storing solid
waste outside 24 hours
every day. Waste
quantities & odour intensity
expected to rise & peak
prior to removal offsite, for
example weekly. Odour
intensity may also be
increased in warmer
weather. Odour emissions
beyond the boundary are
to be expected especially
in warmer weather

Occasionally distinct
odour at street level.
Likely to be limited to
downwind parts of
Seafox Court and inside
the adjacent transport
depot (Eddie Stobart) in
Aviation Rd only,
especially close by the
boundary fence and
waste area. However,
odour emissions are not
considered likely to be
detectable at the facade
of any offsite buildings.
Effect on receptors will
be negligible providing
control and contingency
measures are
maintained.

•
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•

•
•
•

•

•

Use secure compactor & bin to contain odour as much as possible,
or an open top skip temporarily, in event of breakdown, etc.
Designated waste treatment & storage area outside with drainage to
trade effluent into public foul sewer via the onsite waste water
treatment plant. Liquid sometimes squeezed out of compactor or
when baling packaging waste, etc.
Containers used for residual solid waste only, will not be used for
any putrescible waste or animal by-products (category 3 material).
Good housekeeping & cleaning day & night including keeping waste
out of water & checking drains are not blocked.
Compactor bin, packaging waste, etc will be collected/exchanged by
a registered carrier at scheduled intervals to minimise the quantity of
waste stored on site.
Frequency of collections can be easily increased by the Hygiene
Manager at any time, to minimise quantity & storage time, especially
in warmer weather. Transporter will be contacted immediately if more
frequent collections need to be arranged for example even daily,
starting same day or next day, & more frequent collections will be
continued for as long as required.
Hygiene Manager & workers monitoring measures daily by checking
measures are in place & sniff-testing outside in the waste treatment
& storage area.

Table 3.1 Control measures to prevent or minimise odour emissions & monitoring at Cranswick Gourmet Bacon Co

Source

Containment/
release point

Odour
description/
offensiveness

Frequency & duration/
pattern of release

Exposure intensity

Control measures to prevent or minimise odour & odour monitoring

Storing
animal byproducts
(Category
3 material)
and waste
foodstuffs
outside

Secure containers

Mix of raw
meat, offmeat, fruit,
sour fruit
odours, etc &
moderately
offensive

Storing category 3 material
and waste foodstuffs
outside 24 hours every
day. Waste quantities &
odour intensity expected to
rise & peak prior to
removal offsite, for
example weekly.
Odour emissions beyond
the boundary are to be
expected especially in
warmer weather. Odour
intensity may also be
increased in warmer
weather and a moderately
offensive odour may even
become most offensive.

Occasionally strong
odour at street level.
Likely to be limited to the
very closest parts of
Aviation Rd only and
inside the adjacent
transport depot (Eddie
Stobart) in Aviation Rd,
especially close by the
boundary fence and
storage area. However,
odour emissions are not
considered likely to be
detectable at the facade
of any offsite buildings.
Effect on receptors will
be negligible providing
control and contingency
measures are
maintained.

•

•

•

•
•

•

•
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Use bespoke, secure & non-leaking containers & keeping containers
covered with close fitting lids and/ or stretch-wrapped to minimise
evaporation & odour being released.
Located on concrete hardstanding outside in the yard alongside the
fence, farthest from Seafox Court & maintaining reasonable distance
from façade of the next-door offices (Eddie Stobart), to minimise any
detectable emissions.
Scheduled weekly container collections using a professional
approved transporter, to minimise quantity being stored on site.
Weekly collections normally adequate to prevent emissions from site.
Collecting/exchanging filled for clean & disinfected, so no storing, or
cleaning of dirty containers onsite.
Frequency of collections can be easily increased by the Hygiene
Manager at any time to minimise quantity & storage time & prevent
the odour becoming most offensive, especially in warmer weather.
Transporter will be contacted immediately if more frequent
collections need to be arranged for example even daily, starting
same day or next day, & more frequent collections will be continued
for as long as required.
Spillages/collisions are unlikely, but workers provided with a written
risk assessment, safe system of work & training including
immediately cleaning up any spillage.
Hygiene Manager & workers monitoring measures daily by checking
measures are in place & sniff-testing outside in the yard.

Table 3.1 Control measures to prevent or minimise odour emissions & monitoring at Cranswick Gourmet Bacon Co

Source

Containment/
release point

Odour
description/
offensiveness

Frequency & duration/
pattern of release

Exposure intensity

Control measures to prevent or minimise odour & odour monitoring

Storing &
treating
dirty water

Dirty water
storage/ balancing
tanks & from the
dissolved air
flotation (DAF) cell
in the effluent
treatment plant

Mix of raw
meat, fruit
odours,
cleaning
chemicals,
disinfectant,
bleach, etc &
moderately
offensive

Waste water being
received into the
storage/balancing tanks
and being treated through
the DAF cell 24 hours
every day (worse-case
scenario). Odour intensity
is expected to remain low.

Odour not expected to be
detectable beyond the
site boundary in Seafox
Court, even slight, weak
odours nearest the
effluent treatment plant,
or any more broadly in
the surrounding land.
Effect on receptors will
be negligible.

•

•
•
•
•

•
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Package effluent treatment plant designed & installed by
professional contractors to ensure the plant is adequately sized & will
be maintained in accordance with manufacturers advice.
Containerised treatment plant will contain odour from the DAF cell &
door will be kept closed & locked.
Package, secure, storage/balancing tanks will contain any odour.
Treating waste water day & night minimises dwell time & prevents
anaerobic conditions & more offensive odour developing in the tanks.
In event of DAF cell failing the Hygiene Manager can contact
professional contractors any time for repair or to arrange tanker
collections directly from the balancing tanks for offsite treatment &
discharge to sewer. Transporter will be contacted immediately if
collections need to be arranged for example even daily, starting
same day or next day & will be continued for as long as required.
Hygiene Manager & workers monitoring measures daily by checking
measures are in place & sniff-testing outside the wastewater
treatment plant.

Table 3.1 Control measures to prevent or minimise odour emissions & monitoring at Cranswick Gourmet Bacon Co

Source

Containment/
release point

Odour
description/
offensiveness

Frequency & duration/
pattern of release

Exposure intensity

Control measures to prevent or minimise odour & odour monitoring

Storing
sludge

Sludge tank vent
& when sludge is
collected in
tankers

Anaerobic
sludge & most
offensive

Sludge being received into
the storage tank from the
DAF cell 24 hours every
day (worse-case scenario).
Odour intensity inside the
tank is expected to be high
especially in warmer
weather.

Strong odour at street
level. Likely to be limited
to downwind parts of
Seafox Court only, and
only during tanker
collections taking less
than an hour each week.
Effect on receptors will
be negligible.

•

•
•
•

•
•

•
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Package effluent treatment plant designed & installed by
professional contractors to ensure the plant is adequately sized & will
be maintained in accordance with manufacturers advice.
Package, secure, sludge storage tank will contain any odour.
Scheduled weekly sludge collections using professional contractors
& minimises anaerobic conditions developing in the settled sludge.
Odour emission from vacuum tanker during collection in Seafox court
typically takes less than an hour each time & quickly dispersed on
normal weekdays.
Tanker collections will be scheduled at weekends if weekday
collections become the cause of annoyance.
Spillages are unlikely, but workers provided with a written risk
assessment, safe system of work & training including immediately
cleaning up any spillage.
Hygiene Manager & workers monitoring measures daily by checking
measures are in place & sniff-testing outside the waste water
treatment plant.
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Complaints
19. Complaints including direct complaints from community members, or indirectly from the
Environment Agency or a third party such as the local authority will be recorded and
investigated immediately by the Hygiene Manager or Environmental Risk Manager.
Including checking the control measures and monitoring are being adhered to. Details of
the complaint including whereabouts, description of the odour and weather conditions,
etc must be recorded on the odour complaint report form in Table 19.1 on the same day.
If the odour is no longer apparent, especially when complaints are received some time
later, an investigation will still be undertaken and recorded.
20. Results of the investigation, including where the odour is no longer apparent, will be
recorded on the form, including where appropriate what was happening onsite when the
odour was detectable, action taken to prevent or minimise the odour and final outcome.
The complainant and anyone else likely to have been affected will be informed what has
been done. Completed odour complaints forms will be retained in the environmental
management system.
Review
21. Operators will annually review the effectiveness of the OMP to prevent and minimise
odour from being released from the sources and emissions beyond the site boundary,
and maybe sooner if changes are planned, or if there has been a complaint.
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Table 19.1 Odour Complaint Report at Cranswick Gourmet Bacon Co
Date
Reference number
Name and address of complainant

Telephone number of complainants
Time and date of complaint
Date, time, and duration of offending
odour
Weather conditions
(e.g., dry, rain. Fog, snow)
Temperature
(Very warm, warm, mild, cold
or degrees if known)
Wind strength and direction
(e.g., light, steady, strong, gusting from
SW)
Complainant’s description of odour
What does it smell like?
What is its intensity?
0 No odour
1 Very faint odour
2 Faint odour
3 Distinct odour
4 Strong odour
5 Very, strong odour
6 Extremely strong odour
Duration (time)
Constant or intermittent in this period
Has the caller any other comments
about the offending odour?

Are there any other complaints relating
to the installation, or to that location
(either previously or relating to the same
exposure)
Any other relevant information

Do you accept that odour likely to be
from your activities?
What was happening on site at the time
the odour occurred?
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Actions taken

Final outcome

Complainant visited
Complainant contacted with explanation
Yes/No
Date
By whom
Form completed by

Date:

Signed:

Complaints and the results of the investigation must be recorded on the Odour Complaint Report form
and retained in the environmental management system.
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Fig.1 - Cranswick Gourmet Bacon Co site layout plan
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Fig.2 Sensitive receptors within 400m Cranswick Gourmet Bacon Co

Fig.3 A typical wind rose
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Annex I Sensitive receptors within 400 metres of Cranswick Gourmet Bacon Co
Location
Seafox Court
Seafox Court
Seafox Court
Seafox Court
Hurricane Close
Hurricane Close
Hurricane Close
Hurricane Close
Hurricane Close
Hurricane Close
Lancaster Close
Lancaster Close
Lancaster Close
Lancaster Close
Lancaster Close
Lancaster Close
Hurricane Way
12 Seafox Court
Hurricane Way
Hurricane Way
Hurricane Way
Hurricane Way
Aviation Road
Aviation Road
Aviation Road
Swordfish Way
Swordfish Way
Swordfish Way
Swordfish Way

Name

Postcode

Receptor

Direction

Unit 21, The Workhaus
Unit 19
Unit 17
Unit 15, Walker Humphry Ltd
Unit 2
Unit 4
Unit 6
Thorpe Packaging
(Mayfari Brassware}
EJOT UK Ltd
Units 1-7 Sherburn Network Centre
Units 8-10 Sherburn Network Centre
Units 11-12 Sherburn Network Centre
Triesse Ltd
A W Accident Repair Centre
John King Chains Ltd
Sainsburys Distribution Centre
Sherburn Metalwork Ltd
Unit 1 (Legal & General Modular Homes)
Unit 3 (Optare Group Ltd)
Unit 5 (EDM Ltd)
Debenhams Retail Ltd
Eddie Stobart Warehouse Sherburn
Eddie Stobart Transport Office
Unit (Aitkin’s Sportsturf Ltd)
Units 1-7
Units 2-6
Aviation House (Securi-Plex)
Unit (ATT/Fusion Engineering)

LS25 6PL
LS25 6PL
LS25 6PL
LS25 6PL
LS25 6PB
LS25 6PB
LS25 6PB
LS25 6PB
LS25 6PB
LS25 6PB
LS25 6NS
LS25 6NS
LS25 6NS
LS25 6NS
LS25 6NS
LS25 6NS
LS25 6JH
LS25 6PL
LS25 6PT
LS25 6PT
LS25 6PT
LS25 6PT
LS25 6NB
LS25 6NB
LS25 6NB
LS25 6NG
LS25 6NG
LS25 6NG
LS25 6NG

Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Industrial
Commercial
Industrial
Commercial
Industrial
Industrial
Industrial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Industrial
Industrial

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
NE
E
E
S
S
SW
SW
W
W
W
W
W
W
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Distance from
boundary
25m
25m
25m
25m
100m
100m
90m
165m
225m
205m
265m
270m
325m
260m
340m
380m
150m
15m
30m
105m
30m
210m
65m
60m
200m
235m
255m
285m
295m

Grid reference
SE 51338 33212
SE 51354 33209
SE 51373 33205
SE 51405 33198
SE 51452 33262
SE 51436 33265
SE 51357 33274
SE 51356 33351
SE 51372 33408
SE 51453 33371
SE 51459 33430
SE 51506 33421
SE 51515 33481
SE 51369 33448
SE 51375 33528
SE 51342 33562
SE 51530 33272
SE 51430 33121
SE 51469 33002
SE 51477 32893
SE 51346 33015
SE 51222 32878
SE 51259 33003
SE 51234 33087
SE 51107 33180
SE 51065 33131
SE 51049 33158
SE 51013 33140
SE 51012 33166

Annex I Sensitive receptors within 400 metres of Cranswick Gourmet Bacon Co
Location
Swordfish Way
Swordfish Way
Spitfire Way
Spitfire Way

Name

Postcode

Receptor

Direction

Unit (Securerail)
Unit
Unit

LS25 6NG
LS25 6NG
LS25 6NW

Industrial
Commercial
Commercial

W
W
W

Unit (Abbeyvet Export LLP)

Spitfire Way
Unit
Aviation Road
Unit
First Avenue
Unit
First Avenue
Unit
First Avenue
Unit
First Avenue
Unit
First Avenue
Unit
Enterprise Way
Kingspan factory
Enterprise Way
Units 1-9 Sherburn Enterprise Centre
Enterprise Way
Units 1-10 The Blackburn Estate
Distances measured on MAGIC Maps
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Distance from
boundary
360m
360m
271m

Grid reference
SE 50945 33154
SE 50948 33178
SE 51040 33191

LS25 6NW

Commercial

W

295m

SE 51019 33208

LS25 6NW
LS25 6NB
LS25 6PD
LS25 6PD
LS25 6PD
LS25 6PD
LS25 6PD
LS25 6NA
LS25 6NA
LS25 6NA

Commercial
Industrial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Industrial
Commercial
Commercial

W
W
W
W
W
W
W
NW
NW
NW

315m
330m
360m
360m
375m
375m
400m
208m
370m
395m

SE 50999 33209
SE 50994 33257
SE 50963 33292
SE 50953 33264
SE 50942 33241
SE 50940 33234
SE 50923 33205
SE 51143 33311
SE 50985 33361
SE 51000 33427

